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QUESTION 1

Which three statements are the default security policy on a Cisco ASA appliance? (Choose three.) 

A. Traffic that goes from a high security level interface to a lower security level interface is allowed. 

B. Outbound TCP and UDP traffic is statefully inspected and returning traffic is allowed to traverse the Cisco ASA
appliance. 

C. Traffic that goes from a low security level interface to a higher security level interface is allowed. 

D. Traffic between interfaces with the same security level is allowed by default. 

E. Traffic can enter and exit the same interface by default. 

F. When the Cisco ASA appliance is accessed for management purposes, the access must be made to the nearest
Cisco ASA interface. 

G. Inbound TCP and UDP traffic is statefully inspected and returning traffic is allowed to traverse the Cisco ASA
appliance. 

Correct Answer: ABF 

The security algorithm is responsible for implementing and enforcing your security policies. The algorithm uses a tiered
hierarchy that allows you to implement multiple levels of security. To accomplish this, each interface on the appliance is 

assigned a security level number from 0 to 100, where 0 is the least secure and 100 is the most secure. The algorithm
uses these security levels to enforce its default policies. 

Here are the four default security policy rules for traffic as it flows through the appliance: 

Traffic flowing from a higher-level security interface to a lower one is permitted by default. Traffic flowing from a lower-
level security interface to a higher one is denied by default. Traffic flowing from one interface to another with the same 

security level is denied by default. Traffic flowing into and then out of the same interface is denied by default 

http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/security/asa/asa83/configuration/guide/access_rules.html#wp 1120072 Implicit
Permits 

For routed mode, the following types of traffic are allowed through by default: 

-IPv4 traffic from a higher security interface to a lower security interface. 

-IPv6 traffic from a higher security interface to a lower security interface. For transparent mode, the following types of
traffic are allowed through by default: 

-IPv4 traffic from a higher security interface to a lower security interface. -IPv6 traffic from a higher security interface to a
lower security interface. 

-ARPs in both directions. 

Implicit Deny 

Interface-specific access rules do not have an implicit deny at the end, but global rules on inbound traffic do have an
implicit deny at the end of the list, so unless you explicitly permit it, traffic cannot pass. For example, if you want to allow
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all 

users to access a network through the adaptive security appliance except for particular addresses, then you need to
deny the particular addresses and then permit all others. 

When you have no global access rules in your configuration, the implicit deny rule is applied at the end of interface
access rules. When you configure both an interface access rule and a global access rule, the implicit deny (any any) is
no 

longer located at the end of the interface-based access rule. The implicit deny (any any) is enforced at the end of the
global access rule. Logically, the entries on the interface-based access rule are processed first, followed by the entries
on 

the global access rule, and then finally the implicit deny (any any) at the end of the global access rule. 

For example, when you have an interface-based access rule and a global access rule in your configuration, the
following processing logic applies: 

1.

 interface access control rules 

2.

 global access control rules 

3.

 default global access control rule (deny any any) 

When only interface-based access rules are configured, the following processing logic applies: 

1.

 interface access control rules 

2.

 default interface access control rule (deny any any) For EtherType rules, the implicit deny does not affect IPv4 or IPv6
traffic or ARPs; for example, if you allow EtherType 8037 (the EtherType for IPX), the implicit deny at the end of the list
does not block any IP traffic that you previously allowed with an access rule (or implicitly allowed from a high security
interface to a low security interface). However, if you explicitly deny all traffic with an EtherType rule, then IP and ARP
traffic is denied. 

Management access to an interface other than the one from which you entered the adaptive security appliance is not
supported. For example, if your management host is located on the outside interface, you can only initiate a
management connection directly to the outside interface. The only exception to this rule is through a VPN connection,
and entering the management- access command. For more information about the management-access command, see
the Cisco ASA 5500 Series Command Reference. 

 

QUESTION 2

In which type of environment is the Cisco ASA MPF set connection advanced-options tcp- statebypass option the most
useful? 
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A. SIP proxy 

B. WCCP 

C. BGP peering through the Cisco ASA 

D. asymmetric traffic flow 

E. transparent firewall 

Correct Answer: D 

http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/security/asa/asa82/configuration/guide/conns_tcpstatebypass.html 

 

QUESTION 3

Where in the ACS are the individual downloadable ACL statements configured to achieve the most scalable
deployment? 

A. Group Setup 

B. User Setup 

C. Shared Profile Components 

D. Network Access Profiles 

E. Network Configuration 

F. Interface Configuration 

Correct Answer: C 

The Shared Profile Components section enables you to develop and name reusable, shared sets of authorization
components which may be applied to one or more users or groups of users and referenced by name within their profiles.
These include network access restrictions (NARs), command authorization sets, and downloadable PIX ACLs. 

The Shared Profile Components section of Cisco Secure ACS addresses the scalability of selective authorization.
Shared profile components can be configured once and then applied to many users or groups. 

Without this ability, flexible and comprehensive authorization could only be accomplished by explicitly configuring the
authorization of each user group for each possible command on each possible device. Creating and applying these
named shared profile components (access restrictions, command sets, and ACLs) makes it unnecessary to repeatedly
enter long lists of devices or commands when defining network access parameters. 

Shared profile components also enable Cisco Secure ACS to authorize a command on behalf of another device or
devices. Their scalability extends to the following capabilities: A way to determine the list of commands a user could
issue against one or more devices in the network. 

A way to determine the list of devices on which a particular user may execute a particular command and
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/sw/secursw/ps2086/products_user_guide_chapter09186a0 080205a4a.html 

 

QUESTION 4
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On the Cisco ASA Software Version 8.3 and later, which type of NAT configuration can be used to translate the source
and destination IP addresses of the packet? 

A. auto NAT 

B. object NAT 

C. one-to-one NAT 

D. many-to-one NAT 

E. manual NAT 

F. identity NAT 

Correct Answer: E 

http://tunnelsup.com/2011/06/24/nat-for-cisco-asas-version-8-3/ 

Manual NAT or Twice NAT or Policy NAT or Reverse NAT 

The limitation that Auto NAT has is that it cannot take the destination into consideration when conducting it\\'s NAT. This
also of course results in it not being able to alter the destination address either. To accomplish either of these tasks you 

must use "manual NAT". All of these terms are identical: Manual NAT, Twice NAT, Policy NAT, Reverse NAT. Don\\'t be
confused by fancy mumbo jumbo. 

http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/security/asa/asa83/asdm63/configuration_guide/nat_overview html#wpxref64594 

Main Differences Between Network Object NAT and Twice NAT The main differences between these two NAT types
are: 

-How you define the real address. 

Network object NAT--You define NAT as a parameter for a network object; the network object definition itself provides
the real address. This method lets you easily add NAT to network objects. The objects can also be used in other parts
of 

your configuration, for example, for access rules or even in twice NAT rules. -Twice NAT--You identify a network object
or network object group for both the real and mapped addresses. In this case, NAT is not a parameter of the network 

object; the network object or group is a parameter of the NAT configuration. The ability to use a network object group for
the real address means that twice NAT is more scalable. 

-How source and destination NAT is implemented. 

Network object NAT-- Each rule can apply to either the source or destination of a packet. So two rules might be used,
one for the source IP address, and one for the destination IP address. These two rules cannot be tied together to
enforce a 

specific translation for a source/destination combination. 

Twice NAT--A single rule translates both the source and destination. A matching packet only matches the one rule, and
further rules are not checked. Even if you do not configure the optional destination address for twice NAT, a matching 

packet still only matches one twice NAT rule. The source and destination are tied together, so you can enforce different
translations depending on the source/destination combination. For example, sourceA/destinationA can have a different 
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translation than sourceA/destinationB. 

-Order of NAT Rules. 

Network object NAT--Automatically ordered in the NAT table. Twice NAT--Manually ordered in the NAT table (before or
after network object NAT rules). 

 

QUESTION 5

Which feature is not supported on the Cisco ASA 5505 with the Security Plus license? 

A. security contexts 

B. stateless active/standby failover 

C. transparent firewall 

D. threat detection 

E. traffic shaping 

Correct Answer: A 
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